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A Frame Rate Conversion Method Based on a
Virtual Shutter Angle
Alex Mackin, Fan Zhang and David Bull

Abstract

In this paper a new method for frame rate conversion is presented. Utilising motion compensated frame prediction,
our method mitigates the spatial distortions associated with traditional methods, while facilitating the conversion
between a wider range of frame rates - useful when converting to/between legacy video formats. Using the concept of
a virtual shutter angle, our method provides content providers with greater flexibility over the motion characteristic
of their video sequences. We also propose a Gaussian weighting scheme which attempts to emulate a video sequence
as if it was captured natively at the converted frame rate. A subjective experiment which compared our method to
averaging frames at a range of frame rates, has shown that our method results in significantly higher visual quality
across a range of content - especially for high down-sample factors.

Index Terms

High frame rate, frame rate conversion

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing video frame rates will lead to greater realism, smoother motion, improved depth perception and
higher visual quality [1]–[4] through a reduction in the visibility of temporal aliasing artefacts [5]–[10] and motion
blur [11], [12]. However moves towards high frame rate formats (60 fps+) will require robust techniques for frame
rate conversion - especially when converting to legacy formats e.g. 24-60 fps [13].

While bespoke temporal down-sampling methods exist [14], conversion to lower frame rates is typically achieved
by averaging [15] or dropping frames. The choice of method affects the motion characteristic of the video sequence
(e.g. the visibility of motion blur is increased when averaging frames, but at the expense of temporal aliasing
artefacts [6], [9]. The opposite is true when dropping frames), and therefore it is important that frame rate conversion
methods offer flexibility over the ‘look’ and ‘feel’ of the sequence. However while current methods are simple to
compute, they restrict the range of frame rates that can be down-sampled to, and introduce unwanted spatial
distortions (ghosting artefacts).

In this paper we present a new method for frame rate conversion based on a virtual shutter angle. Our method
mitigates ghosting artefacts through motion compensated frame prediction, which also provides greater flexibility in
terms of the frame rates and effective shutter angles we can convert to (including non-integer factors). The results
from a subjective experiment confirm that the proposed method leads to significant increases in visual quality and
viewer preference.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II presents a framework for temporal down-sampling,
Section III details our proposed method, while Section IV presents the methodology and results of a subjective
experiment.

II. FRAME RATE DOWN-SAMPLING FRAMEWORK

The down-sample factor K is the ratio between the current frame rate fh and the desired lower frame rate fd:

K = fh/fd (1)

When converting to a lower frame rate we partition the video sequence into K-frame sub-sequences as shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: How to partition a video sequence into K-frame sub-sequences.

After conversion to linear light space (gamma decoding), each down-sampled frame Fd is computed as a weighted
sum of its respective high frame rate sub-sequence:

Fd = g

(
K∑
k=1

α[k] · g−1 (Fs[k])

)

s.t.
K∑
k=1

α[k] = 1 ∧ ∀k ∈ [1,K] : α[k] ≥ 0

(2)

where n ∈ Z+, α[k] is the normalised weight of frame k, g(·) is the non-linear transfer function [13], [16], and
Fs[k] is a frame in the sub-sequence (a w×h matrix of pixel values)1.

The non-linear transfer function is typically modelled using a power-law expression (gamma correction [17]):
g(x) = xγ and g−1(x) = x1/γ . If the non-linear transfer function is unknown, then a suitable value needs to be
used i.e. γ = 2.

The most commonly used weighting schemes are referred to as dropping frames (α[1] = 1) and averaging frames
(α[k] = 1/K) [15]. The weights in Eq. 2 can though be selected to elicit a desired frequency response if required.

A. Shutter Angle

The length of each exposure relative to the frame time is often referred to as the shutter angle, which ranges
from 0◦ to 360◦. The process of temporal down-sampling may affect the shutter angle, for example if there are
leading/trailing weights equal to 0, then the shutter angle sh is effectively reduced by the factor of K/(K−L) (L
is the number of leading/trailing weights equal to 0). The shutter angle is reduced by factor K when dropping
frames (as there K − 1 trailing zero weights).

0◦ 180◦ 0◦ 180◦ 0◦ 180◦ 0◦ 180◦ 360◦

Fs[1] Fs[2] Fs[3] Fs[4]

0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦ 225◦ 270◦ 315◦ 360◦

Fd
Fig. 2: In this figure the white portion of each frame is a representation of when the camera shutter is exposing/open (grey for when closed).
The shutter angles shown above and below the frames are reference to the original sub-sequence Fs and the down-sampled frame Fd

respectively. In this example a sequence (Fs) with an 180 ◦ shutter angle is down-sampled by K=4.

B. Limitations

This framework can lead to visible artefacts when a fully open shutter (360◦) is not used to capture the content2.
As when content is not captured with a fully open shutter, any valid weighting scheme in Eq. 2 which has more
than one non-zero weight will result in a distinctive ghosting artefact for objects in motion (see Fig. 3). This artefact
becomes apparent because of the discrete temporal gaps caused by the camera shutter being closed between frame
periods in the original sequence. For example in Fig. 2, averaging all the frames in a sub-sequence (Fs) would
result in temporal gaps being present in the down-sampled frame Fd. For objects in motion, these temporal gaps
become spatial gaps - due to the object moving between camera exposures. The visibility of ghosting artefacts will
be exacerbated by smaller capture shutter angles, faster objects and/or large down-sample factors.

The move towards higher frame rates will result in this ghosting artefact becoming more profound when converting
to legacy formats (as values for K will increase). Alongside reducing distortions, it is paramount that content
providers have the flexibility to select from a range of shutter angles when converting between frame rates, as it
controls the trade-off between motion blur and temporal aliasing artefacts [6], [9].

1Z+ is the notation used for the set of positive integers (1, 2, 3, . . .).
2Even at high frame rates, capturing with a 360 ◦ shutter is not practically possible, as the sensor data must be written to storage after

each exposure.
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Fig. 3: The ghosting artefact that becomes apparent when a sequence [2] with an 180 ◦ shutter angle is converted from 60 fps to 15 fps by
averaging frames. The right frame shows a section of the original frame after 4× magnification.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper we propose a frame rate conversion method that simulates a virtual shutter angle using motion
compensated frame interpolation (MCFI), in an attempt to provide a smoother, continuous motion characteristic (as
opposed to the discrete ghosting type artefact in Fig. 3). Whereas the framework outlined in Section II only allows
for integer down-sampling and shutter angles restricted to the range:

sh/K ≤ sv ≤ sh (3)

where sh is the shutter angle of the original video sequence. The method proposed in the paper enables a wider
range of frame rates and shutter angles to be selected, as the video content is up-sampled prior to down-sampling.

Given enough intermediate frames, a video sequence with any non-prime integer frame rate (lower or higher
than the original frame rate), and shutter angles in the range:

sh/K ≤ sv ≤ 360◦ (4)

could be generated using this method. The number of frames (original + predicted) per K-frame sub-sequence
required for a desired frame rate fd and shutter angle sv is:

N =
fh
fd

sv
sh

= K
sv
sh

(5)

In the case when N is an integer, we can interlock the original frames (Fs) with interpolated intermediate frames
(F̂s). However if N is non-integer, then an approximation of a video with the virtual shutter angle sv is made.

The intermediate frames F̂s can be predicted using any suitable frame rate up-conversion algorithm, ranging from
motion-compensation (block matching [18] or optical flow [19]) to state-of-the-art CNN based methods [20]. We
use block based motion compensation [18] due to the interoperability with existing video compression architectures.

One of the major benefits of this method is that once the up-sampled sequence has been created, different
combinations of viable frame rates and shutter angles can easily be generated, as only Eq. 2 needs to be computed.

A. Interlocking Method (N ∈ Z+)

Fig. 4 demonstrates how a video sequence with an 180 ◦ shutter angle can be used to generate a video with a
virtual shutter angle of 360 ◦ by the process of interlocking frames. In this example F̂s[k] is predicted from the
frames Fs[k] and Fs[k+ 1] (shown by the arrows). Then by combining all the original and predicted intermediate
frames within a sub-sequence (up to F̂s[4]), we ensure that each frame (Fd) in the down-sampled sequence has an
temporal extent equivalent to a 360 ◦ shutter angle i.e. no temporal gaps (grey regions).

To generalise this process, the locations of frames in degrees (with respect to the down-sampled sequence) for
each K-frame sub-sequence can be calculated as follows:

L(s,K) =
{
x
s

K

∣∣ x ∈ Z : 0 ≤ x ≤ Ksv
s
− 1
}

(6)

The original Fs and predicted F̂s frames are located at L(360,K) and L(sh,K) \ L(360,K) respectively.
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Fs[1] Fs[2] Fs[3] Fs[4] F′s[1]

F̂s[1] F̂s[2] F̂s[3] F̂s[4]

0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦ 225◦ 270◦ 315◦ 360◦ 45◦ 90◦

Fig. 4: An example of how a virtual shutter angle of 360 ◦ can be replicated from video content that was captured with an 180 ◦ shutter
angle. The shutter angles shown are with respect to the output frame after down-sampling (Fd).

In Fig. 4 the intermediate frame F̂s[4] is predicted from a frame in the next K-frame sub-sequence (F′s[1]).
Therefore when this frame is not available e.g. at the end of the video sequence, a forward (Fs[4] as the only
reference) as opposed to bi-directional frame interpolation can be used.

B. Hierarchical prediction (N 6∈ Z+)

When interlocking frames is not permissible (N is not an integer), a desired virtual shutter angle can be
approximated. As a consequence the locations and number of frame is now a free parameter, with the only constraint
being that frame locations (y) must lie within the following range:

0 ≤ y ≤ sv − sh/K (7)

While uniform spacing may be a suitable solution, it can result in the original frames being omitted from the
weighted sum in Eq. 2. Even though frame interpolation should be fairly accurate at high frame rates (due to the
increased temporal correlation between frames), there may be perceptible distortions from motion compensation
e.g. blocking artefacts.

Fs[1] Fs[2] F′s[1]

F̂s[1]

F̂s[2]

F̂s[3] F̂s[4]

F̂s[5]

F̂s[6]

Fig. 5: An example of a hierarchical prediction structure. In this case two layers are used to down-sample a sequence by a factor (K) of 2.
We propose a hierarchical prediction structure (see Fig. 5), in which layers can be added to increase accuracy, or

removed to reduce complexity. Any frames outside the range in Eq. 7 are zero weighted, and need not be predicted.
In this structure, previously predicted frames are used as reference for the layer above, reducing the temporal
distance when predicting frames. This structure also reduces computational complexity if motion compensated
frame interpolation is used, as the search range d can be reduced by a factor of 2 every layer.

In order to generate a more accurate approximation of shutter angle sv, an additional frame can be inserted into
the structure at the location (sv − sh/k)◦. The weights in Eq. 2 may have to altered slightly to reduce bias at this
location.

C. Gaussian Weighting Scheme

After the intermediate frames F′s have been predicted using either method, they are combined with the original
frames Fs in chronological order. The output video sequence with frame rate fd and shutter angle sv is then
generated using Eq. 2.

Motion blur typically exhibits a Gaussian profile [6], therefore we propose a Gaussian weighting scheme:

α[k] =

exp

[
−
(
k−(N+1)/2

2σ

)2]
∑N
i=1 α[i]

, k = 1, . . . , N (8)
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where N is the number of frames per sub-sequence (original + intermediate frames) and σ is the standard deviation
of the Gaussian distribution. σ is used to trade-off the relationship between motion blur and temporal aliasing, and
while any value can be used (within reason), we found that full width at half maximum (FWHM) provided good
results (2.355N ).

Fig. 6 shows the same frame from Fig. 3, but converted to 15 fps and shutter angles of (left) 180 ◦ and (right) 360 ◦

using the interlocking method and Gaussian weighting scheme. The ghosting artefacts associated with averaging
frames has been mitigated, and a smooth motion characteristic replicated.

Fig. 6: A video sequence with a frame rate and shutter angle of 60 fps and 180 ◦ respectively converted to 15 fps and a shutter angles of
(left) 180 ◦ and (right) 360 ◦ using the interlocking method and Gaussian weighting scheme.

D. Unknown Shutter Angle

In the case when the shutter angle of the original video is unknown, or a good estimate cannot be made, then
the hierarchical prediction structure outlined in Section III-B should be used. The value of σ can be selected to
give the desired look.

E. Limitations

The major limitations of the method proposed in this paper are as follows: there is increased computational
complexity, as the intermediate frames have to be predicted using motion interpolation; and dependent on the
motion model used, the motion compensated frames may contain additional artefacts - although the magnitude of
these distortions should be limited when using original frames in the weighted sum (Eq. 2).

IV. SUBJECTIVE TESTING

Due to the lack of a reference, the performance of the proposed frame rate conversion method cannot be scrutinised
using traditional objective metrics such as PSNR. This is because it would be nearly impossible to capture exactly the
same scene at the converted frame rate and shutter angle. Therefore using a double stimulus methodology [21], we
designed a subjective experiment to characterise differences in visual quality between the proposed and traditional
methods.

A. Methodology

Six sequences from the Ultra Video Group video database 3 were used in the experiment (see Fig. 7). The source
sequences have a 3840×2160 resolution, are 10 bits per colour channel, were captured at 60 fps with a 180 ◦ shutter
angle, and are 5 seconds in length (cut where necessary). These sequences were converted to 60, 30 and 15 fps
using two methods: (i) by averaging frames and (ii) the interlocking method with the Gaussian weighting scheme
(Section III-C). An 180 ◦ virtual shutter angle was used to ensure that the temporal extent was equivalent between
the two methods.

3http://ultravideo.cs.tut.fi/
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Fig. 7: Sample frames from the Ultra Video Group video database.

18 participants with an average age of 29 took part in the experiment. All of them had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision acuity. After a brief training session, participants viewed two versions of the same sequence - one
generated using averaging frames, the other using the proposed method. These two versions were presented in a
random order, and after viewing both, participants scored their perceived quality for both on separate continuous
quality scales (0 to 100) [21].

A Panasonic BT-4LH310 LCD reference monitor with a peak luminance of 210 cd/m2, a contrast ratio of 400:1,
and a 3840×2160 spatial resolution (measuring 65.4×36.8 cm) was used. The viewing distance was chosen as
1.5 H [22]. The viewing environment conformed to BT.500-13 [21].

B. Results

Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) were calculated for each test condition [21]. The results of the experiment are
shown in Fig. 8 (left). While there is little perceptual difference at 60 fps, as the down-sample factor K increases,
our proposed method results in greater visual quality (higher MOS). Fig. 8 (right) shows the relationship between
the percentage of participants who preferred the proposed method to averaging frames with frame rate for each
test condition, and indicates that the higher the down-sample factor, the greater the preference for our method over
averaging frames - with over 80% of participants preferring the proposed method at 15 fps.

A one-tailed paired t-test on the raw opinion scores demonstrates that our method is statistically superior in
visual quality at a 0.025 significance level: t(323) = 6.7, p ≈ 0.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a frame rate conversion method based on a virtual shutter angle. Unlike traditional
down-sampling frame works, our method can reproduce content over a range of frame rates and shutter angles,
while also reducing perceptible ghosting artefacts. By using a Gaussian weighting scheme, we attempt to emulate
the blur profile associated with capturing the content with a video camera.

Through a subjective test we demonstrate that the proposed method frame rate conversion method offers (signif-
icantly) higher visual quality compared to traditional methods.
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